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Co·mmittee Announces Set!Jp
of Proposed Xavier Senate

byPAULMcLAucnuN

At the beginning of the current
academic year, the Very Rev. Paul L.
O'Connor announced the appointment
of a committee to study the formation
of a university-wide Senate at Xavier.
In previous years, the Faculty Committee, the Board of Governors, the
Joinf-Statement Committee, and the
Xavier Chapter of the AAVP have
adopted resolutions supporting the
·establishment of such a senate.

llen lllac:kwell, pres1aen1 01 ane l\tru-amencan :nuaen1 Auocaaaon,
explains his views to last Friday's FAST audience. Seated to hls..ri&ht Is Ralph
Watson.

Blackwell Calls for End To
'Whitewashing' of Blacks
_by

PEG~Y

GRIFFIN

Ken Blackwell, president of the
·Afro-American Student Organization
and Ralph Watson, AASO member,
addressed themselves to the problem of
"The Learning Process and Changing
Perspective's of Black Students" at the
March 6th FAST in the 9rill.
"Black students," Blackwell began,
"have come to realize that they have
something more important to do than
play the role of the 'perfect Negro'."
The "perfect Negro," the education
· major explained, is the black man who
lives the life of white ideals. "Some
. 'Negroes' are .. still so. emotlo~ally
committed to whites that they can't
meet the problems of the black community." Blackwell remarked that he
wished the "Negroes" didn't even exist.
"The 'Negro' is a man defined by
another man. The 'black man' is a selfdetermined man." ,
·
"Whites keep telling us to strive for
educational individuality, but they
·'don't realize that we can't afford
education individuality. We must strive
for the .black community or the black
community will deteriorate."

Such a body, which would be based
upon broad representation, would be
able to discuss and advise on any
matter which affects the University.

The faculty contingent of fourteen
members includes six members of the
College of Arts and Sciences, three
from the College of ~usiness Administration, three of the Graduate School
{one CBA, one the Department of
Education, one Arts and Sciences other
than Education), ~rid the President of
the Faculty Committee.
In addition to these thirteen
representatives, all of whom must hold
regular academic rank in the university,
there is one representative of all the
faculty who does not hold regular rank
(lecturer or adjunct rank, but not
graduate assistant).
At least two Arts and Sciences
faculty members shall be non-Jesuits
and at leas~~ shall be_ ~esuits. Of the
Arts and Sciences representatives, four
shall be tenured and two non-tenured;

The committee, chaired by Dr.
McCoy, has tentatively agreed upon the
composition of the senate. There will be
38 members, of whom nine will be
students, fourtee~ faculty members, ten
community than we are in educating
administrative officials, three alumni,
the white man to his past evils." Asked and two representatives of the staff and
what the white man could do to help,
employees.
.
Blackwell stated, "You can go into your
Of
the
nine
student
representatives,
community and get yourselves
three
are
ex
officio
officers:
President
together."
One student in the audience accused of the Student Body, President of the
Blackwell of being a white racist. "I Commuter Council, and the President
have been accused of being a reverse of the Dormitory Council. There are to
racist' before," he replied. "But I don't be two dormitory students (one Arts
A "Day· of Xavier University
think I can be called a white racist just and Sciences, and one Business
Community
Awareness on Environbecause I tell it like it is. Am I a racist Administration) and two nonbecause I recite the horrors white men dormitory students (one Arts and ment and Ecology" was proposed by
have committed against the black Sciences,
and
one
Business Tom Bamrick and approved by Student
people? I mean, these are iust.facts."
Administration). In addition, one Council at a recent Council meeting.
-Next Friday at 2:30 p.m., Nick Seta, graduate and . one evening college · The suggested date for the
. Chairman. of the . Department of .. student will have membership in the Environment Day is April 22nd.
Student Bcidy.President Tim Burke said
Education· at Longview Hospital will Seilate.
that a request asking for the suspension
speak on "Childre·n of Longview...
· "of classes on this day has been
presented to Father O'Callaghan. At
Father O'Callaghan's request, Council
is now polling the faculty for their
opinions on the Awareness Day
proposal.
Xavier's prop_osed program will be
· "This is the mi>st fantastic thing I've tion wanted'to find out why you did it," · affiliated with National "Teach-In" in
seen in· council all·year," Junior Repre- she warned, "there wouldn't be anyone Washington, D.C. Also affiliated, for
sentative Nick Esposito told Student for them to talk to."
the saJCe of communication and massive
Council's third round Constitutional
Parliamentarian Mike Curro said representaiive power, will be the
Convention last Wednesday, March 4.
he wasn't even sure that Council could University of Cincinnati, Thomas More
·Before Council was a proposal legally disband. "De jure," · he College, Edgecliff College, the College
which, if passed, would dissolve student remarked, "only the Board of Trustees of Mount St. Joseph, and some of the
government entirely. George Eder, can dissolve us, and de facto. the student local high schools.
author of the plan, asked that it be seen body must approve."
as a tactic' to forward the formation of a
"true university senate."

of the CBA representatives, two shall
be tenured and one non-tenured.
The ten administrative members ol
the Senate are: the President; the VicePresidents of Academic Affairs,
Student Affairs, Community Relations,
and Business; the Deans of Arts and
Sciences, CBA, Graduate School, and
Evening College; and one additional
person whom the President appoints.
1
There are three alumni members of
the Senate, of whom the President of
the Alumni Association is one.
Flnally, two Sena!~ ;~Its have been
assigned to the staff and employees.
One seat represents the members of the
official clerical staff and, to other
similarly structured employees not
included in the Food, Service, and
Building and Grounds staff, the other
seat represents members of the Building
and Grounds, Food Service nonsupervisory staffs.

counc1.1 Sets 'Ecology Day'

April 22, Pending Approval

Eder Offers to Dissolv~.
All Student Government

Blackwell felt that tho: success of the
black community depends on "black
men who. have knowledge and skills
relevant to the black people - our
_ people." For blacks to capture t~is
relevant knowledge and master these
necessary skills, "there must be a revolutionary change in~ the educational
Such a senate, Eder explained,
system."
would seat administrators, faculty
"Blacks no longer want college members, and students on an equal · · The Athenian Guitar Duo, the Wednesday, at 8:15 p.m.
degrees to escape from the black com- basis, as members 'or a "free community world's foremost . virtuosos of duet · The famous Greek husband-andmunity. We want degrees to aid it." of scho~rs, where ~II 'i:ducate and are guiiar playing, will appear in concert in wife duo of the classic guitar, Evangelos
Blackwell stated. "The present educa- educated." It wou.ld be a real governing Kelley
~uditorium
tonight, and Liza Zoe, are currently in the
tional system is trying to reproduce body, not simply and advisory board,
people in its own image - a white and, as such, would replace not only
image. Blacks don't want this. We want Student Council, but also the Faculty
to preserve our blackness. The present Committee and the· Board of Trustees.
system is destroying our culture - The University President would be exe., ·
destroying our creativity - destroying cutive, Eder explained.
Chris Markey, Fre~hman Class
our blackness: It is brainwashing us; it
President, challenged the feasibility of
is whitewashing us." ·
He · felt that the · list of Black the plan and Eder's logic. Defending
Demands, "which, by the way; have not the ro(e of class government, he asked,
all been accepted yet," will aid the black "How does the lost, wandering
students in helping their black freshman get his ideas?" "From upperclassmen," Eder answered.
"•
community.

XU

The program, according to
Awareness Day co-ordinator Tom
Bamrick, will include "a wide diversity
of topics centering around air
pollution, water pollution, over population, urban planning, noise pollution,
political tactics of anti-pollution, and
industry's point of view."
The tentative program will consist
'of five panel discussions, two question
and answer periods, and approximately
six individual speakers. Of the two
morning panels, one will discuss the
effect's of pollution on wildlife and the
other will center on air pollution.
The individual speakers already
eonfirmcd for the day include Mr.
Stanley Hedeen, Xavier Biology
instructor; Robert Taft, member of the
U.S. Congress; Dr. Buff, original investigator of "Black Lung" disease;; and
Mrs. Elizabeth Leny, from the Planned
Parenthood Association, who will
speak on over-population.

C.u.i tar Duo
throes of a coast-to-coast United States
tour, and they have been greeted by
packed houses and standing ovations
wherever they have performed.
Evangelos and Liza will present an
attractive program here, featuring such
mast..-rs as Scarlatti, Handel, Soler,
Diabelli, Granados and Falla.

Following
their
Cincinnati
engagement at Xavier, they are slated
for appearances in Carnegie Hall and
Lincoln Center in New York City.
· The highly-accomplished twosome
embarked on their musical studies
together in 1954. They graduated from
the National Conservatory in Athens,
Greece, and gave their first recitals as
"We have asked this university
Pat Betterman, Junior Class
soloists. They took part in the
community for help in aiding our black President, a~reed with Eder. '_'Class
international competition in Naples.·
brothers - this is their chance. Black gov~~m~nt 1~ ab~ut t~e ~ext thmg to
Italy in 1960 and were awarded the first
two prizes for their fine performances.
Studies; in itself, is an antidote to __plant hfe an this unaversaty, he asserted.
[( Eder's plan might be "our best bet,"
Since then. the duo has been in great
racism."
demana for concert appearance in
Blackwell was asked .iLhe, minded ~id Betterman. "We've got the re~~lu-.
having white students · attend Black/ tlon to the Sheedy-Selzer Plan now·
e\'el)' corner oft he world.
·Studies' classes. "Speaking for m\.se1(1
Other Council members disagreed.
Proceeds from this ewnt will be
would say that it depends. on t~e mood Ralph Watson hit a common theme
applied 10 ahe Universil\"s 1970
I'm in at the time. Sometimes the whites when he objected, "Students need an
Summer Programs abroad.
take up so much time asking stupid, organized voice!"
An}' further information on
· ridiculou·s questions that they hinder-·
Patty LaGrange, former Council
tonight's concert can be furnished by
the class. Other times, I feel that they clerk, approached the p(oposal from a
Mrs. Dorothy Ruth in The Unh·ersiay
are asking questions which need to be "different angle. "George says it's a
Center. Tickets may be obtained by
answered."
·
tactic, but we should ask, what kind of
calling the Unh·ersit~· at either 853-3485
.
. .
._ ·:·:.-t·:-i:·~.,,.,. ·.,,. .
, ... , ,
. . or853-3347. General admission will be:
.
"Blacks," he went on, "inust get tac.ticisit?"
,·, ',". ' ' ' ' thC"1~lycs. togettier tint. We are more . ~I~ ~OU ab~-~)~~~ _s,tu~~nt. ~~.~~cu
. Ev , ~ ~.. LI .z
53',00;;patron admission lresi:n:e~ S~j\t~). '. - ' ' .... ; '
"··' · " • ' ' • • · ..!.'Nu{d' • 'th'6 "Iii'· "· · • ·u "l>I ·· tHton1&tit >l\ncMomorrow the adm1n1stra• · · · · • ,.,.., • · p.,..,. • •'8.,. flt,,· tlte.niul-_1ul1arllt1, .wlll.perlorm-lonl&flt at -1115· •uoo • , ·~ •. ·~.,,,, '·',,, ,,, .,, • , ••••••.••• ,.
',;.
. ',', · , ":,,'.-.CPfl-t·'"'!"l ·w1
u1 ma up o r ,1 ac · · · · " - ··. .. , ·. .
o.m.18 Kelley'Alidltoriianl. ·.·
·
·:;ii;,.
; ana stuaent · ad1111ss1on ::11.;,0.
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Editorial•

Bookers, Then Books Ratterman
to Boehm

The recent pressure placed on the Library Committee to take
action on student demands for improved library facilities is a
Dear Sir:
misguided appeal and not necessarily the foremost area of
In reply to The Xavier News
concern here at Xavier.
·
editorial of February 25, "Sh.ould A
A letter published in the NEWS felt that an improved University Be Catholic'?" I wish to reply
McDonald Library would be a stimulus for educational that I believe most firmly that it is a
development, and that its present condition is little more than a healthy thiilg for the overall university
society and for individuals who freely
joke. Perhaps it is the average Xavier student rather than the choose to attend such institutions that
library who is .. little more than a joke." If you walk into the there be Catholic universities. I believe
library on a Friday night; you can see how high personal the sanie of Baptist, Methodist or any
intellectual development rates here. Even during the week days other religious· affiliated colleges or
the library is only used as a haven for concerned students who universities. I hold this position because
I believe that religion provides
are attempting to escape from the noise-ridden halls of the invaluable insights into the pursuit of
dorms. The. library is rarely used as a library by many students. · truth - a·nd this is what education is all
'In fact, you can glance through thousands of volumes and find about.
I do not believe that theo.logy
that many have not been withdrawn in years.
philosophy courses should ever be
Even though our library is "ill-equipped and ill-staffed," it is
catechetical, designed to indoctrinate
only representative of the intellectual concern possessed by many students rather than lead them to a
of our Muskies. The availability of the 40,000 volumes presently critical evaluation of what is being
in storage (85% of which duplicate volumes already on hand) taught. On the other hand, it is
and the extension of library hours cannot be termed top priority reasonable that these courses be
issues. The real heart of the problem lies with the intellectual designed to give a particular
competence to students, provided
curiosity which is lacking in so many of our undergraduates. recruitment and amissions literatur"e
Maybe our demands should not be placed on the Library clearly advertise ·that the university
Committee but with the Admissions Committee. When the aims to give a special competence and,
quality of student improves, the library facilities should also presumably, this is the reason why
students choose to attend this
improve.
WFB

or

particular university.

or demand ·a faith commitment? Or
does it merely seek to encourage and
renew a commitment already
professed? The point could be argued. I
doubt that retreats at Xavier actually
demand much more of a student than
that he reexamine the life style that is
essential to a campus where members of
the university community seriously seek
to apply divine revelation to the pursuit
of truth in their personal lives.
By no means do 1 seek to impose my
views on others. I just happen to believe
that most persons presently associated
with Xavier came here precisely
because it was Catholic and want it so
to temain.
At times the particular theological
and philosophical competence that
Xavier seeks to impart might seem a bit
exacting. But perhaps we at Xavier are
called to understand, more deeply
appreciate, and give distinct_ive witness
in academe to Christian human values,
and this not just for our own benefit but
ultimate!Y"forother men.
Sincerely yours,
P.H. Ratterman, S.J.

Opposing
'GXB'
Dear Sir:
In my op1mon the author of the
article entitled "Should A University Be
Catholic" unleashed a rather poor
attack on eight letters of the alphabet
and nothing more. Within 48 square
inches of space he has attempted to beat
to its knees an enemy which he can't
even succeed in' defining - and ·1 quote,
"Its job then" (in reference to the role of
the Catholic: university) "is to impart a
Catholic: way of life, whatever that
might
But let us suppose that this term
~Catholic" does possess all the perils of
·'suffocation which the author attributes
to it, would he also join the KuKlux
Klan by free choice and then attack
their rituals of white hoods and night
riding on the basis that he suffers from
claustrophobia and gets car sick easily?
Give X the benefit of the doubt, !lt least
their doors arc open to others of
··different religious affiliation.

In Defense
of My Person
Dear Mr. Decker, Mr. Wilkins, Mr.
Blackwell and Company,
· To say that you all misinterpreted
the meaning of my letter (Feb. 25)
would be the understatement of the
century. In this reply, however, I will
not come down to your level. Mr.
Decker's and Mr. Wilkins' opinions are
to be noted and considered for what
they are worth. My main discussion will
deal with Mr. Blackwell's letter. So the·
. readers will not misconstrue the
meaning of this letter, it is solely for the
purpose· of ·defending myself, my
reputation, and my positions; three
persona 1 1't e ms that were so
enthusiastically masticated.
· The "Forever-Ignorant Whitey Mr.
Heleringer" does not exist. If my letter
of February 25 led you to believe I am
an avowed racist, you were mistaken.
Even though born and raised in the
South, I coine from a strong line of civil
rights advocates. My father hired
Negro workers back in the '50s when
such a move could have been listed as a
"financial risk." He willingly took that
risk. He boycotted his favorite
restaurant when they refused to serve
his black truck driver. For years, his
friends tried to persuade him to join a
nearby country club.· He refused
membership time an_d again because of
their blatant discrimination against
Negroes, Italians, Jews, and other
assorted· ethnic groups. On the other
hand, my mother used to infuriate the
city bus drivers when she repeatedly sat
in the back with the blacks.

Catholic universities are made up
largely of people (students, faculty and
. administrators) who share a conviction
that divine revelation as presented to
mankind in the Catholic tradition
provides essential insights in the search
As for myself, I ·avidly supported
Milwaukee 14 and Cantonsville 9 - must a believer in for solutions to the problems which
the late Dr. Martin Luther King and his' /
religion have the "right" political structure to live under in order confront mankind or which confront
civil rights movement. In my "du~b
ass" mind I figured that civil rights was
that he may. successfully practice his faith? Does a "wrong" individual ·men in their personal
development. In other words, Catholic
something we are all born with and
governmental structure impede him in his act of faith?
universities seek to utilize all that other
should belong to every human being,
Judging from the history of civil upheaval and civil control universities use in the search for truth
regardless of race, color, creed, etc. I
for which proponents of all kinds of religiosity are responsible, with an added, special input. The
know that might sound stale and trite in
the intellectual environment of the
one cannot help but conCiude that there exists a fundamental Catholic university asks not only what
does science and reason and intuition
A.A.S.A., but these are my feelings. I
concern by believers for the way government is administered. teach me about mankind, but what
would not compromise these feelings,
BeyS'nd outright discrimination and persecution, church does divine revelation teach me about
either. Mr. Blackwell. I used to argue
members have urged governments to enact the consequences of men and their problems. The Catholic
constantly with the racist blue-collar
the former group's personal theologies. The fact that there is univenity seeks to bring the light of
men that worked along side of me in my
father's warehouse: After awhile I saw
wide diversity and endless disagreement on the matter df who God's revelation to the basic problems
of our day, to the problem of human
what Dr. King was up against - the
God is, what is his will, and who is capable of knowing these rights and human dignity. If divine
I also tend to disagree with the
ignorant, closed minds of people who
author's
statement
that
philosophy
at
answers for sure, has not diminished the political activity of the revelation is to be seriously considered
would not change their unfair attitudes
faithful. They would with little hesitation demand governmental · as a source of truth, who is to say that Xavier is geared toward the formation - even when they knew, deep down,
of
a
Catholic
value
system
or
that
policies which would deal with their nebulous ideas of the such an approach is not in the highest
that they were wrong. No. Mr.
philosophy at X presupposes the
Blackwell, I am not "ignorant" of the
transcendent. Looking at past days and today one finds a point traditioris of academe?
existenee of God, any more than would
in similarity: was the goal of the Women's Christian Temperance · The only real problem at hand is the philosophy at Antioch presuppose His situation - I have seen REAL
nagging question ~what shall be
ignoraric:e first hand! In 1967, I vocally
Union, let alone their antics, far different from the goal of many require(f of students who freely choose non-existence. From my own supporte4 the demands by Louisville
contemporary activists and their attempts to save mankind by to attend a Catholic university'?" What experience it appears quite the Negroes and other honest citizens for
contrary. I have yet to meet teacher of
purging the government?
special competence should , the
an "open hosuing'' bill that would
philosophy who did not elaborate at
univenity provide so students can truly
At least we opt for a government which permits any religious 'ar.d meaningfully enter into the search length on the frustrations to be guarantee freedom of choice to every
potential home buyer. It passed, by the
practices - a veritable democracy. But now what have we? As for trulh, combining divine revelation encountered in studying philosophy way. Last year, ·1 tutored black grand
long as the gove~ment is tacitly founded on the right of with all other sources of truth? Should· beCauie of its lack of rigidity and ready school ·children who were having
ac:c:cSs- · to. absolute truths so often
personal property, as long as the government relies on war to this special competence be presumed of
trouble with their studies. I did not
associated with the natural sciences.
all
students
who
apply
for
admission?
If
hav~ much to· offer, but they were
protect itself (just to name two instances), then t~~re seems to be
not, then how much theology and how Philosophizing is questioning, and sincerely gr'ateful for wl:iatcvcr I could
significant unrest on the part of many faithful.
oftc-n it is questioning without
much philosophy should be required do in their behalf. Those kids, along
guarantee
of any an1wcr, much less a
Is a true democracy possible? We still hope so. Must the goal always being to providewith the black administrators that ran
"Catholic:" one. So what makes
individual believers sacrifice certain actualizations of their students with the special competence in philosophy here "Catholic:"? Perhaps the program, wQuld not agree with your
varying theologies? If we want a government which is stable and sean:hihg for truth shich the Catholic the author would say "Catholic" opinion that my mind is "small and
univenity uniquely seeks to provide?
polluted."
quesdonil The author. attacks u Jiaid
lasting, this seems to be the order. And, of coune, this is just the ·
And what should be done in the and non.Conforming that area of study
I could retell some of my other
issue presently in play; many religious contemporaries feel the case of students who temporarily · or
which is in actuality the most flexible experiences to prove my innocence· of
government being allowed to last is corrupt, and that a violent perhaps even permanently cease to and most able to conform to· his ever your charges, but I would not want to
change Iwould 5erve the greater good.
GXB
believe in divine revelation as presented chanaing beliefs ~ the area of study waste the space or your precious time.
by Catholic tradition? Should the with the power to 1ive meaning to one's You can invcstipte the details if you
Catholic univcnity society give up its chanaing views. Thus to attack arc interested 'in finding the truth. My
special academic character and philosophy at Xavier on the basis of its · record will speak for itself. I delved into
accommodate
itself
to
these worth as a science or on the basis of its the past to attempt to show you, Mr~
individuals? Or is it more reasonable alXlCSI to truth is one thina, but to Blackwell, that I am not sue~ a .bigot as
and ·ultimately far healthier for all attack it on the irounda that it is you say. As you apdy said 1n your
concerned that students who so lose "Catholic:" is another. It has also been letter, -We all have our views," and I
EDITOR-IN.CHIEF., .. , .......•.....•................ William F. Barko their faith seek out another univcnity
brouaht to our attention by the author wu merely expreuin& mine concerning
MANAGING EDITOR ..........••..........•............ D:nis F, Walsh · society with whose academic: tradition
that there are some students who leave .the Black Awareness Weck. I related
ASSOCIATE. EDITORS ............ Mark Hinc:hy, Greg Boehm, Gary Reed and approach to truth they wilJ feel
Xavier without any beliefs or· "faith" what I deduced were obvious cxampl~
SPORTS EDITOR ........................................ Jack Murray more at case?:Jf for no other purpOIC
wbatlOeVcr. I am 1urc that it is at least of raeilm on the part of the A.A.S.A., if
LAYOUT EDITOR ................................ .-....... IJan Costello than that universities maintain an
hoped by the univcnity .that these you can imagine such a thins pouible. I
CIRCULATION MANAGER ..••...........• -.••..•... : .Paul Mcl..auahlin /ac:adcmicalJy mpectablc diversity in qnoatic:a or atheists will someday thoupt, mistakenly, that my letter's
CX>LUMNISTS .•.•.•.•..........•.•......•..•.. Mark. Meany, Dan Kane their waich for truth, it 1CCms advisable
become the beat "damn" qnoatic:a or ,mcanin& wu made crystal clear.
PHOTOGRAPHERS .•..••...••••••••.•.•..•. Mike Hipskind, John Miller ~t they preserve their partic:uli.r
atheiltl in the world by virtue. of a · To ay that your ac:athiq letter wu
REPORTERS •.•.. Patrick Deeter, Pem Griffin, Bob Hyle, Steve Goodman, academic: identities rather than.seek to
philosophy which tauaht the•· men to conducive.to racial hafmony would be
John Price, Joe Oyno, Chuck Quinn, Denny ltiq accommodate them1elves to any and all
CARTOONISTS.· ...•....•............... J. McGctti1an, Linda •rtemier students. (reprdlcu of economic: "think". and cwn "reject", and a ar0u fall&cy. But then maybe you
hOpcfuhy fllld value In whatever· it is don't care about Chat. We must unite
MODERATOR •.•...•.•..••.••.••..•..••.•..•....•.••.•••••. John·Gctz consequences).
they ultimately profea. It is indeed too and live topther if we an be· be true
BUSINESS MANAGER .•.•.......••••••••••.•.•.••••••••..•• Jack Jcffre
And what about retreats for mlic:h for the univcnity tout its atudy brothcn. Get 1erious, Ken. You are the·
"Education."
·
Mlilllld
sophomoria? Faith body to think "Catholic" but it isn't too one that needl
1 duri111 111e school ~r mrp1 dUtini _ . ..i • ..-..... '9riodt .., Xawilr lrcsh~n and
Ulli"9flilJ, Ha111il1o11 Cou111y, f.va1111011, Ci11Ci11u1i, Ollio 45301. 12.00 ,., ,.,.
commitment can never be demanded; much to uk it justto "THINI~.." . .
c Bob ffelerinaer
· 11...n..n.r1 .i1u
)
... .;.. __ •
·, • " ' " ,. ~ i;llb, ""11cr Octoller •. ,.,, 11 111e POii 0«'111t 11 CillciMali. Olllf;,....., ,._ ~t i~ very nature it must be fr~!~ ·1-.•':...\' 1•\\\'0':'";'l\~\·~~.ttt",\
....,\.\t-"\."\.,"1 ·
, , ,.r-:.r1~ 1·uncdc•n
·
Ad o1 Ma~}r .~'.7~· , ·' , , :
,.
_
•••· •, ·. · •. Jivta; Does a retreat presume, requ~ · -'--." '·' '-'CUde'lld.tftl!IMf·H...,
_." ·,v.•.v:'-'·'·"·"" "'(Wt . .411 Americans)

Political Theology
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Letten

Coeducational
Implementation
Committee; Mr. John A. Pfaffinger,
Business Manager; Mr. Raymond J.
Guye, Director of Housing; myself and
others. In addition, a Coed Steering
Committee which reports to the
Director of Housing has been set up.
The students on this committee, Mr.
Guye, and myself viewed · several
student rooms, the lounge, and other
facilities in both Husman and Kuhlman
Halls so that this committee could
formulate ideas used to foster the
housing program next year.

of Satan O'Connor's absence in such knowledge
can be disputed. ls not Ray Guye
And what of the moral particulars appointed to the position of Director of
that coeds in one of our houses of Housing? lqink about it.
masculinity should draw · to the
To those who live on the sixth floor
foreground? For example, how often of Kuhlman, it would be suggested that
might it happen that coeds, coming by they break up a cliqueish sounding
way of the elevators, or by some more organization holding on to "a good
devious means, might not chance upon thing." Every dorm resident is asked to
us while we are in (ahem) something apply for their room at the end of year
less
than decent apparel?! For there arc for the following year. But is not the
Dear Sir:
those of us who entertain our jocular last decision up to the Director of
In the last issue of the X U News
fellows iri most scanty attire. And at Housing? ls pettiness a sign of maturity
Mr. Thomas B. Joyce raised questions
our rising - shoqld the coeds see us on a college campus?
about the housing of coeds on campus,
I trust this letter will elucidate the then! Some of us do then tread our
a concerri' of many Xavier students. status of coed housing to date. As you domain in most nymph like attire. The · To get to the point, if you were
These questions merit answers and, can see, it has been given serious study horror that our privy parts might willing to still apply when the idea of
tlierefore, I would like to explicate for so that the decisions will benefit and, if tlierefore be seen by a woman, coeducation was dominant and you are
Mr. Joyce and the rest of the Xavier possible, satisfy the entire Xavier especially a coed! The chances are but now attending Xavier, then one was
willing to accept coeducation. Granted
community' factual information community.
one in a million, but even that is too "coeducation," according to Webster,
pertinent to the development and
many.
Sincerely yours,
"is an education system in which
present status of coed housing.
. And so I say, and in this I address students of both sexes attend classes
upon
faculty
and
Based
m~self to all my fellow Muskies, in together," but does it not mean an
Mary Louise Faeth
administrative
recommendations,
Assistant Dean of Students these, the last days of Muskie glory, let educational means also?
-President O'Connor has officially
us stand fast against feminine . If you were so educated as the
approved coeducational housing on
encroachment and thereby preserve the
arguments plainly point out you are
Xavier's campus. This developed
image of the waning Muskie lest his not, then you would know and realize
program of coeducational housing is to
barbaril}' fall. · before the cultural
that coed dorms are accepted and
be inplemented September, 1970.
onslaught of tho5e felines that would
working well on more than seventy-five
(Historically, women have been housed
lead not only ourselves, but the entire percent· of college and university
in Kuhlman Hall the past several
university to its downfall.
campuses. Maybe the interpretation of
summers and presently nine coeds are
--But
enough!' Before I rest my pen coed dorms is a little heavy for many
housed at the Villa, located on Dear Editor:
shout with me these words of Muskie males and if many students are still run
ledgcwood and Victory Parkway.)
Woe to us! ls it true that coeds loyalty - All for one and one for all, by dominate parents and Xavier's coed
·
Coeducational housing is a vital might actually be permitted to live on -(except girls)!
dorms would be the cause of their loss,
part· of Xavier's concept of true the top floor of Kuhlman next year?
Prudent Peter
then a well rounded, liberal community
coeducation, initiated in September, What · malignant growth has so
such as Xavier is striving for, isn't the
of
(EricJ.
Wentz)
insidiously
overpowered
the
minds
1969. 'To make coeducation a reality,
place for them.
and an integral part of the campus Mr. Guye and other administrators that
There's a dominate feeling and
they
should
actually
consider
such
a
community, there must be interaction
"sensory reaction" in the air that a
of men and women in the Classroom thing?!
minority of Xavier's males are, if not
and also outside the classroom - in
Ati! The cause of my dismay can
willing to admit it, afraid of something
student activities, organizationa and easily be apprehended. As we Muskies
- ·a female? A suggestion would be
government, and in the residence halls. and certain Jesuits so well know,
made here, that a "girl," as a coed or
Men and women who live in the same women are but inferior men. Thus far
anything
else, not be looked on as only
hall foster coeducation by working our university has condescended to
a social means but as a possible means
together as a hall' staff, by working on allow women to enroll in day and night
Drom Council, and by together classes and when they might, pick up by Dear "Peaceful Coexistence" Advocate, of maturity'- for many.
of "peaceful
In the Administration's decision to · If you talk
developing cultural, educational and osmosis or whatever means, a few
social programs such as planning a · kernels of knowledge in this our bastion promote coeducation on Xavier coexistence," then at least show it and
liturgy fo be held in their chapel, of liberal education. But to allow them University's campus, plans and not ramble off on such bitter taJ1gcnts,
provisions were to be made for housing once called "pouting," and show some
building a hall float, bringing in a . in our dorms! Never!
the girls. As· of now, no official intellectual knowledge, instead of
speaker, or sponsoring a hall dance.
Now some might argue, and it
decisions have been made. ·So one absurd thinking.
Ideally, students in a coed· hall have
cannorbe denied, that Xavier coeds pay
might consider the sources of your
their own ·cafeteria, chapel, library,
Peacefully,
as much for their education as do the
information
concerning
which
lounge, recreational and vending
Muskie men (as though they should not
dormitory the women would reside to
facilities.
Tom Bamrick
be forced to pay even more)'nor can it
No decision has been made be denied that women are, as a sex, be questionable. If you arc so interested
determining which hall will be used to nearly equal to us men in intelligence. in concerning yourself with the
house both men and women next That it is therefore reasonable to problems of choosing which dormitory,
September. Since September, 1969, the "allow" them to use our separate and then you might work on the basis the
tangible and intangible l!dvantages of superior housihg facilities is but certain administration is working from, such
Letter to the Editor
both Husman and Kuhlman Halls have . and only obvious. But that reason, as: the economic stability and
critically
evaluated. fairness to the coeds, and practicality comparison of all the possibilities; the Dear Mr. Joyce,
been
Considerations have included the and convenience should be the criterion total safety comparison; convenience of
I, too, am a student here at Xavier;
educational objectives of the coed upon which the ultimate decision the coeds in both their health and social however, I happen to be of the "mileprogram, short and long range regarding coeds being allowed to live in environment; and last, but not least, the snah:hing" breed commonly known as
economy,
and
the
physical Kuhlman or elsewhere is based - Oh! I least inconvenience for the males.
women.
Also you might look further into the
arrangements within the living quarters am appaled. And that the tantiliiing
I abhor small-minded people, but I
as well as the adjacent facilities. flesh' of these creatures should be knowledge of Miss Faeth's favoring of
greatly admire honesty, and as your
Continuing concerns have been the permitted !D abide in such close one dorm over the other. If such
letter seemed to . be honestly smallmaximum. comfort and minimal proximity to the men - Do the coeds infornmtion'is factual, then it is quite
mindcd, I am in quite a dilemma. If you
inconvenience to the men and also the even now conjure up thoughts to new to a number of people.
are going to make such grandiose
security and privacy of the women.
ensnare our unsuspecting minds'!
· If you were not so simple minderl statements ahout Catholic Education

.Status of·

Coed Housing

modernism,
hinisell'7!

tha't fixture

Tantilizing

Flesh

Living Peace

Right Now

Be Realistic!

Among those involved in the
recommendation
to
President
O'Connor concerning the more
adaptable hall have been Rev. Victor B.
Nieporte, S.J., Executive Vice
President; Rev. P. H. Ratterman, S.J.,
Vice President for Student Affairs; Dr~
Jhomas J. Hailstones, Chairman of the

; Before going on, what of the
religious element of our university Ours is Catholic! Coed dorms are not!
And, what is more, how often need we
be reminded that,' should we give in on
this point, 'ho'w 'much closer will our
university -be towards being ensnared
within the gluttonous web of

"ONE OF THE ,,
YEAR'S 10 BEST!"
-1.. 1...i, Heliiler M99to1i..

ROBERT
REDFORD'

then you would FACTUALLY know
that the committee of girls, Miss Faeth,
and Ray Guye also visited the fourth
floor of Husman, not only Kuhlman.
Did not one visit each dorm to see if
they were to one's liking before
choosing one over the other?
Also your certainty of Father

and Peaceful Coexistence, please have
enough sense to investigate the facts
· before- judging. I am sure that ·either
Mr. Guye or Miss Faeth would be more
than happy to correctly inform you
about the tentative plans for next year:
please remember that they are tentative
an~ should be regarded as such.
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Finally, I do not understand what
your seeming fright over living in the
same dorm with women students is
caused by. You surely don't think the
co~s are going to seduce any stray
males or vice-versa do you? After all,
"this is a Catholic institution."
M. Pam Weniger
X.U.'71
Practical Coexistence

-McDonough's
Resignation
To the Members of the University:
March4, 1970:
Today, I tendered my resignation to
a seat on student council which just a
year ago I cherished and fought for. I
!lad hope then and ideas which I felt
could lie fostered into an intelligent
attack on the multiple problems of
student government. Yet today, my
ideas and ideals seem hackneyed and
somewhat stale. I feel drained and
empty, both physically and mentally.
I wish in no way to be associated
with the demise and total dissolution of
a legislative body that 1 could once feel
the pulse of. Yet I only hope that by
asking you to relieve me of my chJties as
a member' of student council, my
absence will afford the new blood of the
representatives of my class a full and
well-reckoned vote in student
government.
I also wish that I not be separated
from my class. For I feel my fluidity is
greatest among the class of seventy. I
have plans and certain objectives which
I feel could be accomplished in my
absence, but to achieve continuity, I
wish to stay on as president of my class.
In your vote and voice my fate will
remain and my weeks at Xavier are
only numbered.
When I ran ior election in the spring
of 1969, I ran on a platform of class
involvcme'nt first and above and prior
to university governing affairs. My
resignation is one of principle in this
regard. For· I feel no longer able. to
divide my time and hinder the
advancement of a truly great student
legislature by my presence and waning
attitudes. Some will say that I offer
experience, but my experience is in a
different field from where our' student
government now trods. By resigning
from student government, I feel my
talents will be better availed to my class
and can only be tested in the heady
months to come.
I am quite lucky in that an electoral
tie created the position of a fourth
representative for my class. For here is
a solution of representation I offer to_
take up the slack in which I leave
council. I see .. no necessary distinction
01 official ..ant or title as a prerequisite
to represen~tion in a legislative body. I
feel that Kevin can ,quite adequately
reflect and represent the views of the
class ··officers
and
with
the
representatives, each assuming a full
vote --where only half of a vote existed
previously for twCi of them, the five
voices of the senior delegation will be
heard and present in student council.

335 Calhoun Street
Ra 1ly Muskies and.'
Get ·the ~pl• ri"t ·
·TU ES DAY · .
DRAFT_ BE.ER NIGHT
WEDNESDAY

And if you are still opposed to co-ed
donns, what is your solution? If your
mother would be shocked at the idea of
a co~ dorm, can you imagine how
freshman Mary Coed's mother would
feel about an apartment? Be realistic.
Male students are usually regarded (if
only by themselves) as being more
capablC of handling difficult situations
than are female students. It is,
tlierefore, only logical that the women
students should have adequate on- .
campus housing to alleviate parental
(and personal) concern over the
students; safety.

·

What I have outlined is a belief, and
what I hope for is an expression of trust
in that bi:lief. I have reached a point
where I no longer feel capable of
dividing my time among two omnious
tasks. I beg your leave from the area I
feel weakest in; and too, I beg you
retain me as a g11ide and servant to the
peoplelsupport.
William W. McDonough

'"°' ..,.. ·'•". -·· .• .,,., ......_ PR!sicfeht;thcCtaslfdf'l970
Xavier u·ri·i~et.i\y·~· .-. '·"
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Let ·George

Do It
by JACK ·MURRAY, Sports Editor
THREE YEARS AGO, GEORGE KRAJACK an.d his wife, Carol, stood on
the balcoriy of the university cafeteria, awaiting introduction to the students who
were gulping down their dinner. Before the introduction could begin, the couple
was recognized, mainly Mrs. Krajack. with whistles and cheers. Krajack said a
few words as Xavier's new basketball coach, and immediately gained the favor of
the students.
Don Ruberg, George's predecessor, on the other hand, never had this
rapport. And certainly, Ruberg's predecessor, Jim Mccafferty, hung in effigy
regularly, didn't have it. The students picketed for Ruberg's dismissal and the
Athletic Board voted not to renew his contract. Paradoxically, Ruberg has
become successful by selling life insurance to the Xavier students.
In a couple weeks, Krajack's contract comes up for discussion among the 16member board. The way the board handled Irv Etler's fate in December affected
Krajack. He has gone through this season with the cloud that a similar incident
could happen to him. Krajack would never "retire."
Krajack promised no fantastic season. It would be a rebuilding year in the
true sense. he felt. Although this was the worst record (5-20) in Xavier's history, it
actually didn't do justice to Krajack as coach and individual.

•

•

THERE WERE MANY POSITIVE MOVES Krajack made this season that
cannot be overlooked, and should be brought forth. He committed himself to
playing sophomores, stuck to it, even at th~ risk of alienating the rest of the
squad. The seniors, although never professing any love for Krajack or even
agreement with such a move, nevertheless responded with ·an all-out effort, both
ir. practice and in game situations.
· This says as much about Krajack and his staff, as it does about the seniors.
Krajack's assistants, youn1 and 11pessive types, Bob Watson and Dave
Lynch, are ntenslons or Krajack's method. Watson hu recrultin1 contacts all
over the country, and his Informal manner in relatln1 to the hip school athlete ls
a plus. Lynch, a relative novice to coachin1, but a drivinl Individual, has molded .
the freshman team into just that, a team, which stresses conditionin& • · ·
cohesiveness. The freshman record does not Indicate what later will be proven .
out as a competent unit in varsity compedtlon.
· The absence of both assistants to the army last season seriously stifled ·
Xavier's basketball program, more than many realize. But now they are back at
Xavier, ready to start Xavier's second SO years of competition, building for a
winner.

• • • •
NO ONE QUITE CAN GET OVER Knjack'1 bold move after the DePaul
io. of walkin1 to the student section and thankin1 the students fm their support.
A slplfJcant 1esture, it merely solldlfied the bond and confidence the students
mve In him. In bis short tenure, he bas been carrlecl off the court four times.
quite Htraordlnary in any situation. This despite him not or the mouthy . m
showy 11ehool, or say a McQulre, or even Ed BUes, wbo 10111e say, worked in an
underhanded manner. Krajack, to the contrary, works in a sincere and honest
manner. The students are buyin1 It and the news media likewise.
Invariably Krajack is the last to leave the battle scene, whether it be Schmidt
or a civic arena. He sits and discusses until every reporter or visitor has been
taken care of. Regrettably not many coaches are so patient. ·
But is the Athletic Board impressed with Krajack's worth to Xavier ? Of
course, I am prejudiced. George and Carol Krajack and Bob Watson are natives
of Western Pennsylvania, as I am. Dave Lynch, I have known since he was a
student here. I have been with these folk outside the confines of Schmidt, and the
way I see it, these are the people who give Xavier a reputation of character meaning to the word Musketeer. If the Athletic Board can act to the future, and
not with a condescending attitude toward the pa5t record, they can choose no
other course than to rehire George and his staff. Take away these people, and I
see a crumbling mess, with no foundation.

• • • •
ALL THEY NEED is a little more time to get it together.

With Standing .Ovation
Bob Quick, former "King Cobra", dnnati Royall.
heard the cheers of the Xavier fans once
Bob nodded. Foster and Quick used
again.
to have some good battles in their
Quick, .was the last announced of college days. Foster, though, has been
the Xavier Hall of Famers spanning
given a chance by Bob Cousy, and has
SO-year period last Wednesday, but he produced.
Was first in the hearts of the students.
Quick hopes he gets the same
As he strutted - like he strutted chance no matter where he plays next
after be almost 1Jn11ehandedly upset year.
Marquette and Cincinnati two yean ,
qo - the lhlclents rme and cheered.

a

"Beat UC. Beat UC," came the
aborted chant from the students who
remembered.

But Lose

him at Glen Elte twice (for recruitin1
purpoua), but both times he had lled ·
pmes. He Is always toup apinst m.
"I think George (Krajack) deserves
the congressional ·medai of honor the
way they played tonight. He has done a
helluva job," added Locke.
"He used an entirely new offense,
and did a good job with it too."

Close One

Xavier closed out its worst season
ever at S-20.

Big Bob Stars

With l :54 left in the frosh battlt.:
against Miami, a time-out was called
with the score 70-54 in favor of the
Little Muskies. Xavier held fast to win
it, 75-58. It hardly seemed like the same
Redskin squad which had scalped the
frosh earlier in the season, 91-77.

came fo life. Bob Fullarton made a shot
from the corner as the buzzer went off
ending the half and the XU frosh pulled
ahead 35-32.
The Muskies continued their drive
in the second half and it wasn't long
before they had a IO-point lead over the
Redskins. From there on in it was a
losing cause on the part of Miami.

Xavier got an early lead in the
contest but it promised to be a long first
half. Miami crept up to tie the game 1010 with less than four minutes gone in
the half. From there the Redskins
continued to widen the gap till it stood
at 21-16.
· The Muskies wouldn't give up,
though, and they tied it up again 25-25

Und_oubtedly,
the
shooting
percentage of Miami hurt them. As a
team, they onl)· managed to sink 24 of
69 attempts from the field, while not
doing any better at the charity line, 10
for 23. Larry Garloch, who led the
Redskin massacre earlier in the season
a11inst XU, was held to 16 points for
the entire game.

with three minutes remaining. Pulling
Center Bob Fullarton was the top
ahead by one point with only twenty j>erfonner for the Muskies with ·19
. '·'-',. . .,.,.,..~ol'fi,•,~fJ·J~.,t~-;l\aJf,.•a~"~!-'~~i~.·P9i,ntsand,2J rebou.nds .. -:. :-· .. . ·
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"I respect Hall," ·u1d Miami coach

Tates'IMke.""l alwayi hav~; We vliia~· •-: ,,

Quick and his wife arrived unexWhen uked what cU«erence Jerry
pectedly two minutes before the halfHelmen, wbo sat out wltla an injury,
tinie festivities were to begin, after
. would have made, Locke •Id, "I think
journeying from Detroit. He left imme·
theybeatmlfheplay1."
Xavier closed out its basketball
.
.
.
diately after the Pistons practii:e for
George. KraJack, reflecting upon the
season like it opened it - losing.
Cincinnati.
season, said, "It has been a. long year
"It was nice," said Quick in Xavier's
Xavier dropped a 68-M decision to and the kids are tired. We have been
locker room about the ovation.
Miami's Redskins. Chris Hall, playing struggling this year, but in a year like
Quick said he would prollebly 10 In his last game as a Musketeer, was out- this we have picked up some stuff,
especially the sophs."
NBA'• upamion dnft, and maybe 1et standing in a relief role.

75-58

by DENNY KING

hit the side of the rim and bound away.
That shot had it gone in would have
tied the score at 66-66.

to play more. Tates Locke came by and
With. Mia~i ahead, 62-52, and only
"I enjoyed coaching more this year
llked Bob ii be had seen Fred Foster, seve? !'110utes left: .Hall scored 10 of than the two previous because of two
tor.er Miami neat now with the CID· XaVJer s lastJO points. He had another reasons - the students have backed us
all the way and been Joyal and the kids,
especially the seniors, came out
ev~ryday with a proper attitude."

Little Muskies Manhandle
Mia~i,

Quick Inducted lntO XU's Hall OJ Fame
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Lincoln Heights' Star

Adds Two More Assistants

Injury Stymied Darby's Football Selcer
Anybody who saw Don Darby perform during his
freshman year of 1966- will testify that Don was the
standout 'performer on that club. Standing only 6 feet 4
inches, the Lincoln Heights graduate was a consistent 20point scorer from his center position and it looked as
though Xavier would have a fine forward to complement
Bob Quick.
But in his sophomore season Don seemed to lose all of
his offensive game and it wasn't until the closing stages of
this year that shades of '66 returned.
"In my sophomore year I was counted on to do other
things'than score," said Don. "I got into a rut scoring-wise ~i
and well you know how things can go.
1--+.
"I still wasn't looking for the basket at 'the end of this
year. ln our1olfense we tried to set up the perimeter shots
and the center's role was to just set up picks and screens.
The center was usually not in a position to go to the b~sket."
0

Don concluded his career with his greatest varsity
reboundin'g effort when he retrieved 22 missed shots in a ·
losing cause against Miami. Don readily admitted that this
was a ganie of redemption.
"I played against Terry Martin (Miami center) my
freshman year and i wasn't very impressed with him. He hit
nine for 13 and that was why we lost. I just wanted to prove
myself this time.

Competing in a rugged prep
eonference (including Bever Falls, Pa.
High) Costa guided the Ellwood City
team to a 7-3 record this past season.

· "This was also the first game that I got to play all the
way. I really had a chance to get rolling."
Don wu an outstandin& football player at Lincoln
Helpts, and were It not for an injury be sustained durin1 11111.....
bll tenlor 1ear be would have deRnltely entered Xavier on a
DON DARBY
football 1ebolanhlp.
"Football was my best sport in high school," said I haven't heard from them this year, but if they called I
Darby, "but that injury made me change my plans. I never think"I misht give it a try."
averaged more than IS a game in basketball, but Coach
Don has seen the Xavier basketball proll'am undergo a
Bia offered me a football scholarship.
complete revamping and he is more than enthused with the
"I had some other football offers but XU was the biggest development' so far.
lchool to make one. I definitely regret the decision now. I
"From DOW oa Xavier mould have a ftnt c... propam
thirik if I was to make a career in any sport it could have wltll nationwide ncrultfa&. I tldak they wlll 1et not jult one
been football."
llut teveral bit name hip 1ehool plaJen."
~t year the Dallas Cowboys. were apparently
With graduation creeping closer Don is keeping his
interest~ in heJping Don,o~. his way,_\o.a (o_ptball c;areer.
. optiops open for the fµture a~ is now in.what he calls ,in
"I had some feelen last year," recalled Don, 04and a "evaluating process", looking over both educational and
scout from Dallas said that they might get in touch with me. industrial offen.

Manage~

Joe Libis Ends Hard-Working Tenure
by 808 HYLE

high," he continued, "seven or eight of
the teams we played are in post-season
tournaments. That includes a lot of AllAmericans too, Howard Porter, Bob
Lanier, Dean Meminger and Calvin
Murphy."
· "The schedule was demanding,"

On'e of the least known, but hardest·
working memben · of the Xavier
Basketball department is Joe Libis. For
the past four years Joe has been with
the team as a manager. Joe says, "My
work consists mostly of being around
said Joe, "but I w·ouldn't like to see the
to take care of their needs."
school go against all small college
Joe is a unlor majorln1 in teams.~ Joe is iil favor of seeing
Communication Arts. He would like to Athletic Director Jim McCafferty's
1et Into Rlm•work, but ftnt he plans to Catholic League come true.. Joe
teach for a wbUe alter paduatlon.
commented, ~There would be a lot of
Jcie's feelings on this year were those good teams in it anci the winner could
of disappointment. "They played well probably get an NCAA berth."
together as a team, he said, but they
were just outclassed.,
· "The caliber' of competition was

Staff

Dick Selcer, Xavier football coach, Dayton and Jerry Mamfler at Colorado
has hired two more assistants, James State University.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W. Thrush, and_Donald J. Costa.
Donald J. Costa, 33, is a 1959 Walter Thrush of Rt. 1 Lancaster. He
has two living brothers, Jack of
graduate of Notre Dame University.
Columbus, and Mike, a senior at
Costa is a native of Ellwood City, Lancaster High school, and five sisters.
Pa. where he won all-league and all- A third brother was killed while serving
state honors as· a fullback at Ellwood in the Anny.
City High School. He also played
Thrush has a D.S. degree from
basketball and baseball winning nine
Xavier in Education and is currently
letters in his prep career.
working toward a Masters degree in
He played fullback and guard for Education at Xavier.
the Irish under Coach Terry Brennan
He is tlie fourth assistant coach
and lettered in baseball as well.
named at Xavier. Others previously
•
Following his graduation from named were Jim Colletto, Jim Laurent,
Notre Dame in 1959 with a D.S. degree and Tom Cocchini. Also on· staff is
in Sociology he took a position as student Jim Lippincott.
assistant football coach and head
baseball coach at Canon McMillen
High School where he remained until
1965 be.fore returning to Ellwood City,
Pa. High as head football coach , a
position he served in until joining the
Xavier· staff.

by JOHN- PRICE

4•. y ear

Comple~es

Joe thlnka that Coach Geor1e
Knjack. dill u 1ood a job u be could
this Jear. "He commJtted himself wbea
be •Id be wu 1oin1 to 10 with the
.topllcniaOfta this -.on. As you can tell
by what Helmen and Ah 61, be 1ot a
lot out of them."
Working with the playen all season
Joe feels that there was excellent
cooperation on the part of everyone.
He thinks that there were two excellent
players this year. "Jerry Helmers did a
lot for the team and Rick Reder kept
his cool and the rest of the team could
always count ori him," concluded· Joe. ·

S~iling

Club

He earned a Maste~ de1ree In
Education Administration from
Duquesne Unlvenlty in 1964 and Is
married to the former Sheila Ble10 of
Ellwood City, Pa. They are the parents
of one cfaupter, Christine 5.

CoslA'i~the soil of Mr. Patsy Costa
of Ellwood City, Pa. and has one sister,
Mrs. Sam BattagliA.
He is the· fifth assistant coach
named at Xavier. Previously named
were Jim Colletto, Jim Laurent, Tom
Cecchini, and Jim Thrush.
James W, Thrush, 29, is a 1963
graduate of Xavier Univenity.

a

iwo-time letterman at
Thrush,
.defensive tackle for the Musketeers and
a participant in the~ 1962 Challange
Bowl at Corpus Christi, Texas that
pitted the national all-stars against the
Southwest Conference all-stan, is a
native of Lancaster, 0. where he won
all.Ohio honon and all-Central Ohio
League honors in 1957 at Lancaster
High School.
Drafted by the Green Bay Packers,
and the .then Dallas Texans (now the
Kansas City Chiefs), following
graduation, Thrush declined a pro
career and after a six month tour of
duty with the U. S. Army initiated a
coaching career by joining the football
'staff at Newport, Ky. Catholic Hilb
school where he has served as . an
assistant coach since 1965.
Married to the former Helena
Neumarlic of Cincinnati Thrush is the
father. of two boys, Tom 3, apd Jeff I.
The couple is expecting their third child
in the fall.

· After a brilliant hl&h school career
Thrush enrolled at the University or
CincJnnatl and lettered there as a
sophomore before transferring to
Xavier. He is one or two men to ever
play . on both sides of the XavierCincinnati football game, and the only
, one to play with the winning team all
· · three times.
I
He played his high school football
under Larry Peterson at Lancaster
High school where two of the assistant
coaches are now pead college coaches,
John McVey at the University of

•

/'

(

Tennis Meeting
Jim Brockoff, Xavier's tennis coach,
announces a meeti·ng of old and ne'w
team members on the tennis courts
Friday at 4 p.m.

Banquet Tonight
.The annual Xavier University
basketball affair is tonight at Summit
Hills Country Club in Ft. Mitchell, Ky.,

~r -~ P.·~.. C!~r~!JI,\: ~~<~<'t'i~: ~~t:~ <
banquet chainnan.

' '· · ' · • '- · · ·

tlfs there

i

a'Paulist
in the crowd?

Believe it or.not, a campus pro. test group is 1101 an unlikely
place to find a Paulist.
Why? Because Paulists are the
mediators of our time •.. standing between God and man .•.
understanding, helping, loving
... trying to bring together the
elltremes of the world we live
in and the Church.
Wherever he is ..• as a college
chaplain, working in a ghetto
or helping in a parish ... the
Paulist is serving.

If you·re interested in finding
out more about the Paulist
priestly spirit, write for our
illustrated brochure and a copy
of our Renewal Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:
Vocation Director

'Paulistth ·

cpa erg

· Room400
415 West 591h Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

.....
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Toni Muhic

In H.is,··Own Write

'Glass Menagerie'
.

"A SAD - FUNNY -TRAGIC
- BEAUTIFUL PICTURE"I

.

.

lllOW SHDWllllO II& •OTH

CINEMA •I _. CllllllA ••

- nme Magazine

· "The Glass Menagerie," the X.U. he is in perfect contrast and conflict
Players' current production, is a with Amanda. Amanda in her illusioncurious mexture of theatrical ups and ary world of recollections of the past
downs.
almo'st forces Tom into his sarcastic
· 11ie f'-t
n
t
rth
·
·
wit,
1.~
o ewo y piece .1s an
. and he,. in order. to maintain his
excellent set, ·artfully designed for the . san~ty and ide~ls, seizes every oppor"memory" play . The music
. ht'tng tumty to play his part.
· and 11g
techniques are not only effective and imLeslie Lazaron is surprisingly
pressive but on· a few occasions shore consistent in her difficult role as
up the flagging moments'of this tedious Amanda Wingfield, the pitiful and
play.
sometimes irritating, but somehow
· The characterization has diverse lovable mother of Tom and Laura.
effects on the presentation of
"Menagerie."
As the doomed Laura, Kathie
· T. Christian Korbee is the ideal Labanz is at times so inconspicuous
sardonic Tom Wingfield. Being the · that one may forget about her comonly membcir of the family who has any pletely. When her presence is required
significant contact with the real world, · she seems not only as fragile as her

Guye Announces Plans For
New. Residence Hall Staffs
Ori Tuesday, March 3, it was
announced by Mr. Raymond J. Guye,
the Director of Housing, that applications were being accepted by his office
for positions on the hall staffs for the
upcoming year. These applications are
for the positions of both Hall Directors
and Floor Advisors. Applications will
be accepted until March 25.
It was also announced that the
methoi:I of selection will differ this year.
In the past. the future Hall Directors for
the.upcoming yea~ have always selected
their ~wn res~ecllve staffs from those
applying; this year, however, the
process will be made "more objective
~nd l~ss partisan'.' by involving a Sta~f
Selechon Committee whose respons1bilities will .include "all aspects of staff
selection, replacemenl,l!_nd evaluation."
· This com.mittee, which will select
those on the Residence Hall Staffs for
I970, will be made up of the present
hall rectors, the Dean of Women,
Director of Housing, and all outgoing
hall directors (or directors in combina-

'tion with outgoing senior staff
members). The final acceptance of an
individilal for a position as a member of
the hall 'staff will be subject to the
approval· of the incoming Hall
Director, under whom the individual
will work.

menagerie of glass animals that she
feigns to be concerned with her painfully as' stiff. Her plight is indeed much
worse than her mother;s For her there is
no escape except in her mother's visiOn
of a "gentleman. caller" who will come
and carry her off into some other stable
situation.
Jay Craley as "Gentleman Jim"
(Machine Gun Kelley) didn't appear to
be the average warehouse employee,
then or now, or even a "nice guy." At
times it was 'difficult to tell if he was
acting or trying to act. Where he was
able to make the fine · distinction
between disappointment and discouragement I wasn't able to discern his
portrayal.
Admittedly "The Glass Menagerie"
is a·· difficult play to produce. The
current production at Xavier is an
admirable' effort 'on the part of the
Theatre. Dori't follow the frustrated
Shakespeare's course and go to the
"movies," but do see "The Glass
Menagerie" in 'its final performance this
weekend. (\emember, "to be disappointed is one thing, but to be discouraged is another."

Concerning co-eds, Guye said that
"there will be positions for co-eds on
the 1970 Residence Hall Staff in either
Husman or Kuhlman."
' For those interested in applying for
a position on the Hall Staff, there will
be.a program presented in Husma'n and
Kuhlman Halls, on Wednesday, March
I l and Thursday, March 12, respectiv~ly, that will outline the job responsibilities for the various hall positions
and familiarize those interested with the
application process. Applications for
the 'staff positions will also be made
available at this time.

ONE OF THE HIGH SPOTS
FROM THE MOVIE THAT'S
A SURE NOMINEE FOR ACADEMY AWARDSI

"MIDNIGHT

COWBOY"
!llTARRING

DUSTIN,. HOFFMAN
JON VOIGHT

@:::I
AT THE ,ABULOUS NIEW

STEINBERG'S CLOTHING.

...

Spotlights
Stripes

Both programs will begin at 9:45
p.m. and will be held in the lounges of
each dormitory.

This "patch"

byVAN HEUSEN•

417
-Fashion highlight: a traditional shirt with
new stripe excitement. Van Heusen's "417"
stripe shirt is designed with handsome Brooke
collar that can be worn with and without pin,
smart 2-button cuff detail in permanently
pressed Vanopress™ 65% Dacron* polyester,
.
35% cotton. $7.50

identifies
the world's hes.t
beer drinkers!

. "D11PDMI "8·

FREE PARKINOI
CHARGE ITI
Open Mon., Thurs. &
· Fri. Eves. Till 9

PHONE 531-3263
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Guest Column

Michael Myers
'

On Kunstler and the 'Conspiracy'
..Judie Hotrman's conduct," wrote
13 Harvard Law Prolesson, "Can only
se"e to weaken a bulc American prlnclple: the rl1ht oleven the most unpopular defendants to adequate representatio,n before an Impartial Judie." .
William Kunstler, famed defense
attorney for the Chicago 8, who has
recently received ·a four year prison
term on contemp( of court citations,
spoke to about 2,000 persons as part of
the Law School Forum at the
University of Cincinnati last week. A
graduate of Yale and Columbia Law
Schools, he has· defended before the
Supreme Court and has defended in his
time such notables as Martin Luther
King, H. Rap Brown, freedom riders
and others: He has published 10 books;
among them, two books of poetry.
His appearance on the U.C. campus
was in ironic contrast with the visit of
Mrs. Pat Nixon a few hours later.
Kunstler's subdued yet forceful presentation helied the fearful notoriety which
has apparently followed him around
the nation. The regents of the University of Illinois (who are presently being
sued by the students on this count)
voted 6-3 to · defer his speech, and
Governor Reagan of California issued a
proclamation that Kunstler would be
thrown in jail if he so much as stepped
foot inside the state. "To block a speech
simply because it might be effective,"
replied Kunstler, "is contrary both to
the theory of a university and to the
first amendment.
· This typi: of ungrounded fear has
gener.tied a repressive atmosphere not
only for Kunstler, but also for the trial
in which he was involved and the law
which made it possible. Contrary to
popular impression, Kunstler issued a
plea in his speech saying, "I have said it
before, and I will s~y it here today• any
violent, frustrated action which you
might feel is justified by present circumstances can- only hurt yo~r caus~." H~·
immediately added, "If, however,
Americans . wish to condemn the
violence of a few broken windows, they
must also condemn the violence of a
Vietnam, starving children in Harlem,
etc."

The Anti-Riot law under which.the · ~The statute is replete with
Chicago 8 were tried is, ironically, a expression terms such as 'incite,'
par't of the 1968 Civil Rights Act. It 'promote,' 'encourage,' 'urging,'
forbids anyone to use a facility of inter- 'assertion'. Its gist is the state of mind of
state commerce or to travel across state the· defendent. A conviction can be
lines with the intention of inciting, or sustained even if no riot or violence
participating in a riot or conspiring to occurs." In other words, what is on trial
do so. A riot is defined in the law as "an is more than the freedom of speech, it is
act of violence by one or more persons ·freedoin of thought and state of mind.
pail of !n assemblage of three or more
Fortunately ·for America, George
persons who harm.or threaten to harm Mean'y of the A.F.L.-C.1.0. lobbied for
another person or his property.
a rider to the anti-riot law which
The law was introduced by Senator assures that the law in no way applies to
Strom Thurmond of South Carolina. labor activities. Thus it seems that some
Rep. Robert L. F. Sikes of Florida, men can break windows while others
speaking in support of the law, cannot. One is reminded of a line from
declared, "Those who incite to violence George Orwell's Animal Farm, in
should be punished whether or not which the law "all anipials are equal" is
freedom of speech is impaired." Later changed by the pigs to "some animals
he said, "This is the ideal thing we need are more equal than others." It seems
in this country to get the Martin Luther that the pigs had changed the law to
Kings, H. Rap Browns, Stokley Car- this new wording in order to increase
michaels, etc." Tragically, the bill's their power. Unfortunately, it was only
success was sown by the assassination the beginnin"g of a long and. increasingly
of Martin Luther King a few days later; repressive regime.
on·e of those it was aimed at "getting."
li·ilStrom Thurmond convinced Congressional leaders that it would be a
necessary rider to the Civil Rights Act if
it were to be accepted in the wake of the
severe rioting following King's death.
•
· The biil was signed into law April
11, 1968, less than a week after King's
death, and in the indictment papers
against the "Conspiracy" April 12,
1968, was cited as the date of a speech
Special Cut Char-Broiled
by Rennie Davis which began the conspiracy. As Kunstler pointed out,
..Wasn't it convenient that the con• Idaho Baked Potato
spirators waited until then to begin
Ch1f'1 Crisp Gorden
their intent to riot."
·s
:~::::art
·"What
the· government
1
Drt11ln1
attempting to do is to prohibit the
teaching of ideas that it finds distasteful
and to protect the public against false
French Roll
doctrine "the brief states.
' .. ··- · - - -·- - ·----·--· ·
ltOSILAWM
.
7100 llndlns lld.
· "The gis~ of the offense is not the
,•
NORTHERN KY. ·i>a.rticipaticl'ri in a riot or even the iiwes:·
4211 DIJil Hwr.
tigatiori of a riot. Rather it is the
CHERRY GROVE
crossing of a state line or the use of a
1517 lethmont Av,,
facility of commerce with 'evil intent'
WOODLAWN
10596 Sprinsfield Pike
and the commission or attempted comMONFORT HEIGHTS
mission of some overt act for an 'illegaf
North Bend S. Cheviot Rds,
purpose' . . .

.IMMEDIATE OPENINGS - MEN STUDENTS
$300.00 GUARANTEED FOR 11 WEEKS

.

PART-TIME WORk

ALSO SOME FULL-TIME OPENINGS

•cALL TODA V 241-2944

••llliiiili--•••-•
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STEAKHOUSE'
• Sirloin Steak
• Salad Bowl

Gorll~

$179

Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
be out of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with
Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

•

Bottled under authority of The Coca.Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Bottling Works Company, Cincinnati

COLLEGE SENIORS,
JUNIORS, AND GRADUATE
STUDENTS-

IGNORE THIS MESSAGE
AND YOU MIGHT CUT YOURSELF OUT OF A BRIGHT
IDEA IN INSURANCE HERE AT XAVIER.

HERE IS WHAT YOU WILL MISS
We'll show you In eight weeks.
For the right man, selling our more than
250 different food products is a challenge.
Last year we promoted over 20% of our sales
force to positions of greater responsibility, so we
need new men. Good men with initiative, drive and
intelllgence, who know how to communicate their
ideas. Men who will be business consultants and
merchandisers rather thari just salesmen. Men who
can make growth to $230 million in the past ten years
double In the next ten. In the top 20o/o of profitability
and growtli,' we're proud to be one of..!!J_e Fortune
500. We'll offer salaries and blue chip benefits
that'll make you think we're in business just
for you. Eight w~ks of Initial training and the
world Is yours with one of the most progressive, ·
action-minded companies In the food Industry.
Maybe next year' we'll bipromoting you.
•

'

.

!i

To find out more about Lipton and how you
can begin a career in Sales Management,
register now /or apersonal Interview with the
Lipton represen~~tive who will pe interviewing
on campus on MARCH 23.
'
.
Or write to: ·
Mr. Robert D, Kelly .
.
Bain MallPOWer DllYllopment Manager_,..
Thom11 J, Upton, !no.
IOO Sylvan Awnu.
EnglllWOCld ~Una, H.J. 071132

e
.e

A RETURN OF PREMIUM DURING FIRST 20 YEARS
AN OPTION THAT GUARANTEES YOUR INSURABILITV
TO AGE 40 REGARDLESS OF HEALTH OR OCCUPATION

e

A CASH BENEFIT IN THE EVENT OF ACCIDENTAL LOSS
OF EYESIGHT, LIMB OR LIMBS
.

e

BENEFITS BACKED BY A' COMPANY, WHICH RANKS IN
THE TOP 20 OF MORE THAN 1800 . ~IFE INSURANCE
COMPANIES

e

ADDITIONAL
DEATH

INDEMNITY

IN

CASE

OF · ACCIDENTAL

FOR COMPLETE ~FORMATION SEE OR CONTACT YOUR
COLLEGE· SHIELD. REPRESENTATIVE.

.

'
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FACULTY COLUMN

ROO""S .FOR MEN

Take Students Seriously
I

students. We must provide new models
whereby all members of the university
community can grow academically.
Phone 381-6432
spiritually, culturally and socially. • 86 Welt McMillan
Students, particularly. will insist on
Hall available for Socials, Dances and Wedding Receptions.
experimental programs that will help
bring irito focus what is learned in the
classroom with ihe realities of life in the
larger society. Not only do students
want to be heard on campus but they
PART TIME WORK
want to be taken seriously. They want
to test their ideas. In· my opinion,
CINCINNATI OFFICE OF LARGE · CORXavier must help this happen outside .
the classroom.
PORATION V\JILL HIRE SEVERAL STUPresently, our extracurricular
DENTS . EIGHTEEN & OVER TO WORK
progr.im attempts to provide an educationally stimulating environment. At
PART TIME IN MARKETING & SALES
best we have met with limited success.
PROMOTION. AFTERNOONS,
EVENINGS
An example would be the "Day of
Awareness on Vietnam." But for the
AND VVEEK-ENDS.
most part large socials and sparsely,
attended speakers programs are the'
order of the day.
$75 PER WEEK SALARY OR INCENTIVE
· If we really want to make Xavier a
more educationally exciting place, we
FOR TWENTY HOUR WEEK.
will have to step beyond our respective
roles and devise innovative projects and
programs. Faculty, for instance, might
Call
consider developing, on a limited scale,
Mr. Marks
a program that brings them out of the
classroom and into the living units of
621-5330
students.
Administrators might
consider meeting with students on a

by PATRICK J. NALLY, Dean of produce hermi:s, each imprisoned in
the cell of his own intellectual pursuits,
Students
but m'en fitted to take over places in the
The transmission of knowledge, the
community and live in contact with
involvement of research, and the i>ertheir fellow men:" If students are going
formanci: of service within an environto have an opportunity to discover an
ment · of academic freedom are
integrated learning experience which
commonly stated purposes of a univerwill help them achieve full personal and
sity. If any university is going to meet
intellectual development, the environsuccessfully these goals, a conscientious
ment outside the classroom will not
and continued effort must be made to only' influence but to a large extent
establish an environment conducive to determine the type and effectiveness of
learning and a climate which promotes
an institution. Unless the atmosphere
the search for truth. In short, the total
outside the classroom is characterized
' university is or should be the teacher.
. by intelligent dialogue, openness,
personal concern and a sense of
discovery, the total educational mission
· of the institution cannot be realized.

FRIARS CLUB

,,

An obvious question is, What is
happening outside the classroom at
Xavier? For many of us life is not much
different than on other campuses.
Faculty give lectures and conduct
research; administrators execute policy
and attend meetings; and students are
concerned with grades, dates and
. finances. Undeniably, all of this is
necessary. However, this does not mean
tha't life must follow this pattern. We
need not be locked into our roles as Traditionally perceived. On the contrary,
the Christian climate here should aid us
l'atrtek J. l'llllly

Traditionally the faculty has been
primarily responsible for the intellectual development of the student. The
classroom has been reserved as the
place for learning and, to a certain
extent, rightly so. But all too frequently
university ·staffs tend to have an
overriding concern with ··the time a
student . spends in class, and little
interest in the other waking hours he
has at his disposal. Significantly then,
there are innumerable opportunities for
a rich learning experience outside the
classroom. The residence hall, the
college within the university, the
student government can all be
important elements in the education of
a college student.
As a college student personnel
administrator, my responsibility
focuses on the full development of
students. Consequently my educational
philosophy embraces the development
of knowledge and interpersonal
relationships, sensitivity to human
needs and to the rich development of
humane lives. The development of a
well-rounded individual is an ideal all
members of the university community
share. However, upon reflection, some
faculty members might caution that the
student personnel worker has a tendency to equate interpersonal skills
with intellectual development and thus
miss the point of higher education.
Certainly, there is no Intended effort to
substitute personality with intellectual
development. The goal is to add
personal development to intellectual
emphasis.
Former President Lowell of
Harvard said it best: "The· object of the
undergraduate department is not to

in setting aside our personal agendas to
interact and develop strong interpersonal relationships with each other for
our muwal growth.
Hopefully, there exists on the
Xavier campus many supportive
activities for individual, intellect?al,
and personal development. The d1fficulty, ·unfortunately, is that few take
advantage · of the opportunities
available. Apathy cannot be blamed
entirely. More basically, there is the
need to understand and recognize the
potential for learning outside the classroom'. 1f faculty, administrators and
students can "turn on" and become
involved through dialogue, then Xavier
can truly become an enriching educational experience.
As we look ahead into the seventies,
past programs and activities will not
effectively meet the needs of our

REASONABLE WEEKLY RATES-MAID SERVICE-CROSSTOWN.
BUSLINE - RESTAURANT, SWIMMING POOL, .. GYMNASIUM,
HANDBALL COURTS, LOUNGE. BILLIARDS-TV & READING
ROOM - 1O Minutes to Downtown

monthly basis, perhaps for breakfast, to
· discuss student concerns, campus
problems, campus policies and procedures. And students might establish a
student' information center, staffed by
students, where any student could come
to ask questions, air views, and discuss
his problems.
.
· The above are suggestions to
provoke further thought. The important point is that if students are g_iven
opportunities to relate with professors
and administrators in a positive and
meaningful way; if we, as faculty and
administraros, give our first attention
to the problem of the individual
student; if we devote time to campus
issues as they .. arise - if, in a word, we
take our students really seriously, then
a quality will appear which, I believe,
will become the mark of a great
institution.
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ST~ PATRICK DAY
TUESDAY, MARCH 17th

at

OF

DUFF'S

for as

little
as

THE BAND PLAYS THROUGHOUT THE
DAV STARTING AT NOON.· GREEN BEER
AND GREAT FUN.

DIAMONDS

$ggoo
.

EASY
TERMS

Choose fro.m an inspiring selection ol
advance designs. All rings are solid ·
14 karat 1old. All exquisitely styled of
finest craftsmanship,

DON'T MISS IT
·

WELCOME TO ALL THE IRiSH AND THE
REST OF YOU WHO WISH YOU WERE.·

STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

ZeffS
150SWIFTON SHOPPING CENTER, CINCINNATI, Ot-jlO
731-1800

712 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
261-7694

BTH AND MONM,OUTH, NEWPORT, KENTUCKY
261·4183
.. 01969 THE HUDEPDHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO
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LIBERAL DISCOUNTS ON ALL MERCH,ANDISE FOR ALL
XAVIER STUDENTS ·AND FA(:ULTY MEMBERS·
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